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Abstract.We present theory and numerical simulationsof strong nonlinear effects
in standingshear Alfv6n waves(SAWs) in the Earth's magnetosphere,
which is
modeledas a finite sizebox with straightmagneticlines and (partially) reflecting
boundaries. In a low/• plasma it is shown that the ponderomotiveforce can lead
to large-amplitude SAW spatial harmonic generation due to nonlinear coupling
between the SAW and a slow magnetosonicwave. The nonlinear coupling leads
to secularlygrowingfrequencyshifts, and in the caseof driven systems,nonlinear
dephasingcan lead to saturation of the driven wave fields. The resultsare discussed
in the context of their possiblerelevanceto the theory of standing ionosphericcavity
wave modesand field line resonancesin the high-latitude magnetosphere.

1. Introduction

sphericcavity wave modes proposedby Trakhtengertz

and Feldstein[1984]and Lysak[1991],who suggested
ShearAlfv6n waves(SAW) form an importantpart that the wave modes might reach large enoughampliof the dynamics of the Earth's magnetospherewhere tudes for nonlinear effectsto becomeimportant. Li and
[1993]andBoehmet al. [1990]havesuggested
they provide an energy transfer processfor damping of Ternerin
of the wavefields
large scalesolar wind perturbationsand magnetopause that spatialgradientsin the envelopes
generated compressionalwaves. The decay processes can lead to ponderomotiveforcesthat producedensity
for these waves can produce small scale magnetic field enhancementsand depletionsthat are large enoughto
disturbances in the polar magnetospherewhich ener- accountfor those seenin the magnetosphere.
ULF (1-5 mHz) shearAlfv•n field line resonances
gize particlesand lead to a variety of auroral phenomobserved
in the Earth'smagena. In space physicsthe study of the effects produced (FLRs) are alsocommonly
and in the auroralionosphere
[Ruohoniemi
by Alfv•n waves has a long history, largely due to the netosphere
fact that there have been a great many observations et al., 1991; Samsonet al., 1992]. The equatorialveof these waves in the solar wind, and in the Earth's locityfieldsof theseFLRs can be as largeas 200 km/s
et al., 1990].Samsonet al. [1992]andRankin
magnetosphereand ionosphere.Observationsof large- [,V[itchell

amplitudewavesin the solarwind [Belcherand Davis, et al. [1993a]haveshownthat theselargeamplitude
1971]havestimulateda numberof theoreticalstudies FLRs should be nonlinearly unstable to the Kelvinof the nonlinearevolutionof Alfv6nwaves[Barnesand Helmholtz instability in the equatorial plane. The imHollweg,1974;CohenandKulsrud,1974;Granik1981], portance of ponderomotiveforces in standing Alfv•n
by Allan [1993]and
a•d have resulted in the study of related effectssuchas waveshasrecentlybeenrecognized
Li
and
Ternerin
[1993],
who
attributed
themto a mechparametricinstabilities,includingthe modulationand
anism
for
the
differential
acceleration
of
auroral partidecayinstabilities[Lashmore-Davies,
1976; Sakai and
cles
and
species
redistribution.
$onnerup,1983; Wongand Goldstein,1986].
Alfv•n waves can show manifestations
of two distinct
Boehmet al. [1990]haveobserved
very large amplitude Alfv6n waves at altitudes of 1000 km or so in
the auroralionosphere.The observedfrequencies
of the
wavesare typically greater than 1 Hz, and their electric
fieldscorrespondto roughly200 mV/m. TheseAlfv•n
waves may be a manifestation of the standing iono-

nonlinear phenomena,harmonic generationand instabilities, which may distort the wave fields and lead to
saturation of the amplitudes of the waves. The first
of these effects is generally much stronger in standing Alfv•n waves than in propagating waves because
of larger spatial gradients in the direction of the ambient magnetic field. The secondclass of nonlinearity
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such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz

in-

stability[Samsonet al., 1992,Rankinet al., 1993a]and
the nonlineartearinginstability[Samsonet al., 1992;
$eyler, 1990],which might alsoplay a major role in
the nonlinear evolution of standing shear Alfv•n wave
resonancesin the Earth's magnetosphere.Instabilities
generally require very large amplitude wave fields and
21,291
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must evolvefrom initially small amplitude disturbances.
However, harmonic generation may evolve faster initially, and the question to be addressedis whether nonlinear harmonicgenerationcan prevent the wave fields

from reachingamplitudesthat are large enoughto exceed instabilty criteria.
In this paper we would like to address the effect

of ponderomotiveforceson the nonlinear dynamicsof
shearAlfv•n waves,whichmanifestsitselfthroughhigh
spatialharmonicgenerationand largeamplitudeplasma
density perturbations. In a finite /3 plasma these effects can be described in terms of the nonlinear

cou-

pling of shearAlfv•n wavesto slowmagnetosonic
waves

(SMW), and it will be shownthat they becomeespe- Figure 1. Positionof fieldline resonances
in the night-

cially important when the standing Alfv•n waves are
driven by an external source. In order to develop an
analytical framework for the variousprocessesto be described, we shall consider a simplified model of nonlinear effectsin standing shear Alfv•n wavesin a uniform
plasma. Though the derivative nonlinear Schroedinger

side of the Earth's magnetosphere. Pressure disturbancesin the solar wind can couple to high-latitude
shear Alfv•n resonancesat radial distanceof approximately 10RE in the equatorial.plane.
The latter model is appropriate for the driven FLRs

equation(DNLS) is often usedfor the studyof prop- and iononosphericcavity modes discussedabove. We
agating,largeamplitudeAlfv•n waves[Mjolhus,1976; also consider the effects of finite /3 on the two basic
Kennel et al., 1988],it cannotbe applieddirectlyto

configurations,although we defer for future study a destanding wavesand so we have chosento developthetailed discussionof the effectsof finite/3 on the driven
oretical and computational models by beginning with
system, as well as a consideration of different models
the full set of MHD equations. Our theoretical models for the driver.
are basedon perturbation expansionsof the fieldswhile
the computer simulations use the full set of nonlinear
ideal MHD equations.
2. Ponderomotive
Force in the Cold
It is well known that second-order

terms in the ideal

MHD equations do not modify the shear Alfv•n com-

ponentof the waves[Hollweg,1971]. The inclusionof
second-orderterms does, however, lead to strong ponderomotiveforcesin standing wavesin a low f/plasma,
with secularly growing densities in the region of the

Plasma

Limit

In this sectionwe shall considera magnetohydrody-

namic(MHD) modelin whichthe plasmais described
using the ideal MHD equations:

maximain the electricfieldsof the waves[Allan,1993].
We shall discusshow finite f/can inhibit second-order

ponderomotiveforces through coupling to the SMW.
Finite/3 effects might also play a role in determining
the maximum amplitude of FLRs on field lines threading the finite/• region of the inner plasmasheet. Figure
1 showsthe approximate locations of these FLRs in the

equatorialplane(seethe examplesin the workby Samsonet al. [1992]).If ionospheric
dissipation
is not too

p
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large, FLRs in the inner edge of the plasma sheet can
+ v. (fv) = 0.
grow to large enough amplitudes to drive nonlinear instabilities such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in
In the system(1) above,p represents
the plasmadenthe equatorial plane of the resonances. In particular, sity, V the fluid velocity, B the magnetic field, E the
Rankinet al. [1993b]haveshownthat with a plasma electric field, J the current density, and P is the pres/3 of 0.5 and realistic ionosphericconductivities, driven sure in the plasma. It is possibleto eliminate the elecFLRs can grow to amplitudeslarge enoughto allow the tric fieldfromthe system(1) aboveby usingthe Ohm's
nonlinear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to occur. In the law in the Faraday equation, and correspondinglythe
lower/3 plasma closer to the Earth the results of the current density can be eliminated from the momentum
present study suggestthat ponderomotiveforces and equation using Ampere's law.
the accompanyingnonlinear phase shift of the SAWs
In the discussionthat follows, we will examine the
might lead to earlier saturation of FLRs.
nonlinearevolutionof shearAlfv•n wavesin the plasma
In this paper we shall considertwo configurations: by constructing a perturbation expansionof the fields
the temporal evolutionof an initialized, large-amplitude in (1) oftheform,A = Ao+eA(•) +e2A(2)+eSA(s)+...;
standing Alfv•n wave, which we shall refer to as the e is a small expansionparameter that will be proporinitial value problem, and the evolution of a standing tional to the amplitude of the excited Alfv•n wave or
Alfv•n wave excited by a spatially distributed driver. driver. It is assumedthat the plasma is immersedin a
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constant applied magnetic field B0 directed along the
z-axis. For the moment, we consider the situation of
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These three equationscan be combinedinto the following form:

a coldhomogeneous
plasma,f/ -- 2#oP/Bo
2 --, O, in
which a shear Alfv•n wave is propagatingin the x, z
plane. This means that only the y-componentsof the
wave magneticfield and velocity are nonzeroand in the
linear approximationthey satisfythe well known MHD
wave equations:

Ot
•© VA2
Ox
• + c92Vz
Oz
•(2))
=--2p0#00tOx
(5)
02rz
(c92Vz(2)
102
B•o
and although the compressionalmode is driven by the
fieldsof the incident shear Alfv•n wave, it can be shown

that the drivingtermsare not resonant(thereis alsoa
resonancewith the compressionalmode for the special

Ot

Bo

Oz

= O,

Ot

po#o Oz

In looking for nonlinear effectswithin the framework
of the ideM MHD equations,it can be shownthat such
effectsare weak for traveling she• Alfv•n waves; the
efistence of standing waves Mong the field lines producesmuchstrongernonlineareffectsthroughponderomotive forces which expel pl•ma away from m•ma

casekz = kx, but this will not be discussed
here)and
consequentlythe coupling between the modesis weak.

The solutions
to (4), with zeroinitial conditions,
corre-

spondto second-order
expressions
(proportional
to b•)
for constant amplitude field componentswhich oscillate
at second harmonic frequenciesin space and time. It
is easily shownthat these componentshave a negligible
feedbackeffect on the dynamics of the SAW.
The third set of equationscorrespondsto driven den-

in the wave magnetic field intensity. In the magnetosity perturbations(the cold plasmalimit of the slow
sphere,pl•ma is redistributedMonggeomagneticfield
lines and this effect contributes nonlinear terms to the

magnetosonic
wave),

Alfv•n wave equationsdiscussedabove.
To show the effect of the ponderomotive force on
standing Alfv•n waves, we considera simple c•e in
which the initiM fields are represented• sinusoidM
plane waves:

B?) = B•o= -bBosin(•t- k•z)sin(k,z),
V•1)= Vyo
= bVA
cos(•t-•z2)cos(•zZ). (3)

OV?
)

I OBv•o

Ot

2p0#00z '

05p(2)(øv?)
+
Ot

= -po

(6)

Oz

and as will be shown below, this mode can be resonantly driven by the fields of shear Alfv•n waves. An
analysisof the equationsdescribedaboveshowsthat the

HereVA= Bo/•popoistheAlfv•nvelocity,
b(( 1isthe components
Vz
(2)and5p(2)bothhave
secularly
growing

dimensionlessamplitude, and it can e•ily be demon- in time components and therefore provide the domistrated that the wave frequencysatisfiesthe dispersion
nant nonlinear responseof the plasma to shear Alfv•n

equationfor shearAlfv•n wavesw2 = k•V•. The ex- waves.Substitutingthe expression
for Bvoin (3) into
pressions
(3) are exactfirst-ordersolutions
of the ideM the system(6), neglectingVx, and considering
onlythe
MHD equations,that is, correspondingto the system

(2). Proceeding
to the evMuationof secondordernon-

dominant secular terms, we obtain

linear terms, it can be determinedthat the ideM MHD
equationscan be written in terms of three groups of
equationscorrespondingto the three b•ic wave modes
of the pl•ma.
The first set correspondsto a shearAlfv•n wave with

Vz(2)
~
= -b
42VACOt
sin(2kzz),

second-order
wave
amplitudes
B?) andV?), which
satisfy equations of exactly the same form • the system

It can be verified that it is just standingAlfv•n waves
that generate this secular response. In the case of

(2). Thereforethis modeis not drivenfor the c•e con-

oblique
traveling
waves,
thereisonlyanoscillatory
Vz
(2)

sidered
hereandwecansetB?) = V?) = 0. Thisex-

component and no density perturbation. Becauseof
their secular temporal behavior, it is expected that ef-

plainsperhapswhy someauthors•sume that the shear

b2

_=¾fo(t)cogan,
z).

(7)

dueto5p(2)andVz
(2)should
dominate
thenonlinAlfv•nwavefieldsof thesystem(3) arepropersolutions fects

ear behavior of the initial Alfv•n wave fields. Therefore,
to the full set of nonlinearideM MHD equations.
The secondset of second-orderequationscorresponds in order to avoid a large amount of unnecessaryalgeto the compressionMAlfv•n mode,
bra, we accountfor only theseterms when constructing
third order equations describingmodificationsto the

shearAlfv•n wavefields(3) whichoccuron the time
scalesatisfying cot>> 1. The third-order system

Ot

Oz

Oz

'

0g?
r00r?
)=- ()r00r0
ot foo

Oz(s)
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is identicalto the system(2) with the exceptionof the
nonlinear driving terms appearing on the right-hand
side of the equations;these are related to the secularly
growingplasmadensityperturbations.Substitutionof

V'y
•-bVA1- •-w
362
2t• cos(cot + 0) cos(k,z),

theexpressions
(7) and(3) intothenonlinear
system(8)

4(t)
=- asin(4b--•wata).

revealstwo major nonlineareffectson the initial Alfv•n

In the small time limit the phaseshift can be approxi-

(12)

wave:higherharmonicgeneration
anda frequency
shift mated by
of the fundamentalwave. Indeed,accordingto (8) the
4(t) • -b2(wt)s/48
(13)
interactionof the Alfv•n wave(3) with the densityper- and it can be seenthat the temporally growingphase•b
turbation(7) producesadditionaltermswhichcorre- resultsin a negativefrequencyshift of the fundamental

spondto oscillations
in By at wavenumbers
(kx,3kz) Alfv6n wave of the form,
and frequencyw. These terms do not satisfy the linear dispersionequationfor the shearAlfv•n wave, and

5w
= d•b(t)
= _b2wst2
dt
16
'

thereforethey growwith time like (a•t)2, that is, at
the samerate as the densityperturbationsin (7) which

(14)

Strictlyspeaking,(13)is valid only for qb(t)<< 1 but

drive them'

3BobS(wt)
•sin(cot
- kxz)
sin(3kzz),

the numerical

results to be discussed later indicate

a

much broader region of validity. One can see that
at the nonlineartime given by (11) the relativefrequencyshift and amplitude variation are of the order

of b2/3 and thereforeare small comparedto the initial values(the frequencyshiftsare still experimentally
the shear Alfv•n wave which correspondto oscillations observable;
for example,5w/w • 0.04 for b = 1%,
at wave numbers(k•,kz) and frequencyw and these 5w/• • 0.18 for b = 10%). Correspondingly,
at the
have a strong effect on the initi• shearAlfv•n fields time t = tNL, the magnitude of the density perturbabecausethey satisfy the linear shear Alfv•n wave dis- tionsis alsosmall,thatis, theyarealsoof orderb2/3.
persionequation.Addingthesecorrections
to the initi•
The temporal behavior for t • t NL dependsstrongly
fieldsof the system(3), we obt•n equationsdescribing on the plasma parameters. As will be shown later, nuThe nonlineartermsin (8) •so producecorrections
to

modifications to the shear Al•n

waves,

merical simulationsof the full MHD equationsdemonstrate that in the case of cold plasmas the absence
of thermal pressurefails to prevent the contraction of
plasma into the nodes of the Alfv•n wave magnetic
field. Therefore the density inhomogeneitiesgrow to

_
(wt)
2)sin(cotk,x)sin(kzz)
By
'"- bBo
(1-•-•
b2
ba

+ •B0(wt)
scos(cotk,x)sin(k,z),

verylargeamplitudes
(5œ• œo)andtotallydestroythe

initial periodic Alfv6n wave. Presumably,kinetic effects
suchas wave breakingcan comeinto play in sucha situation. However, the inclusion of finite temperature
bs
may have a dramatic effect on the nonlinear evolution,
even in the case of small f/. It will be shown in section
The first term on the right-handsideof the aboveequa- 4 that in this case the secular behavior of the density
tions describesthe decre•e in amplitude of the initi•
perturbations is inhibited due to the slow reaction of
fields of the shear Alfv6n wave. It can •so be seen that
the plasma to the thermal pressureforce.

+

(

) co(t-

+ •VA(wt)
ssin(wt
--k•x)cos(k,z).(10)

the dominanttermsin (10) growliketa, andthat they
produce a shift in the frequencyof the shear Alfv•n
wave. Comparisonof the dominant nonlinearterms in

(10) with the initiM lineartermsshowsthat the pertur-

3. Temporal Evolution
Alfv4n

of Driven Shear

Waves

bationM approachf•ls at a time given by
In the Earth's magnetosphere,large-amplitudeshear
Alfv6n wavespresumably do not exist as initial condiwhen all other nonlinear terms are still relatively small. tions under normal magnetosphericconditionsbut are
We can therefore consider tNL as a characteristic time more likely to be driven by some external source. In
for which strong nonlinear effectsare to be expected. particular, it is well known that global magnetospheric

wtNL= (48)1/3b
-2/3

(11)

modes[Allan and Poulter,1989],whichare
For example,with b = 1%, the nonlineartime cor- resonance
responds
to 12 waveperiods,whereaswith b = 10% trapped compressionalAlfv•n waves in an inhomoge-

neous plasma, experiencecollisionlessdamping when
nant secularterm in (10) for By is changing
the phase they encounter a local resonancewith shear Alfv•n
waves. From the point of view of the fields of shear
of the initial fieldfromsin(wtand therefore we can interpret this effect as a nonlinear Alfv6n waves, the global resonancesconstitute an external driving force that can be representedby a specphaseshift. Indeed,(10) canbe rewrittenas
ified sourcein our model equationsdescribingcoupling
between SAWs and density perturbations in a homogeneousplasma. Formally, this driving force can be
the timescale is less than 3 wave periods. The domi-

By-•-bBo1- •w2t• sin(cotkxx
+q•)sin(kzz),
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The long-termeffectof the second-orderdensityper-

representedthrough the addition of the terms

turbations

on the fields of the main harmonic driven

- coo
RBosin(coot
- kz)sin(kz),
cogot-

shearAlfv6n wavemay againbe expressed
using(8).
(15) On substituting(18) and (15) into the right-handsides
of the third-ordersystem(8), and solvingthe resulting
to the right-handsidesof the equationsfor B• and equations
forlgy
(s) weobtain,
V•, respectively,
of the first-ordersystem(2). In this
case the dimensionlessparameter R describesthe relative strength of the driver. For example, in the caseof
shear Alfv•n waves excited by a compressionaldriver,

V=VA --4a0t')cos(z)cog0tq-•-•¾A
(RCVot)
R2
•voS
t5cos(k,z)
sin(w0t
1
+•-•VA(R•Vot)
R2•v•t
4cos(3k,z)cos(wotk•x) (19)

R • 5P/Po where5P is the amplitudeof the pressure
wave. The solutionsto the driven linear equationscan
be written as,

where we have added the third-order terms to the fields
B•d = -woRBotsin(wot- k•z) sin(k•z),
V•d = woRVAtcos(o/otk•z)cos(k•z). (16) of the main harmonicwave. In (19) we have alsoincludedthe third spatialharmonicterm (k•, 3k•) correIt can be seenthat the system(16) describes
linear spondingto (9) in the undrivencase. It can be seen
growth of the fields of the shear Alfv•n wavesdue to the that the form of (19)is similarto (10)if we replace

the parameter b in the former by R•ot. Only the nuline resonancewhich is being driven to large amplitude merical coefficientsare different and it is expected that
by a global excitation source, To proceed,we repeat very similar behaviorwill thereforeoccur. The first efthe calculation of section 2 in which we determined the
fect that can be consideredis an apparent slowingof
dominant secular terms driving the density and field- the growthof the drivenshearAlfv•n wavedue to the
aligned velocity componentassociatedwith the density interaction between the driver fields and the ponderoperturbations. In the secend-orderapproximation we motive density perturbations. The effectiveamplitude
again accountfor only the fastest growingcomponents of the driver is now given by
external

driver.

This situation

is in accord with

a field

ofVz
(2)and5p(2).Under
thesame
assumptions
asbeforewesolve(6) withthe source
termB•0 replaced
by

B•dofsystem
(16).Thesolution
forl/z(2)canbewritten

bNL-- RVZot
1- •-•R

and the phaseshift betweenthe specifieddriver, (16),
and the main harmonicfieldsnow resultsin a frequency
shift given by

Vz2)_I

2

1

•

- •¾aR(•v0t)
asin(2kzz)
- •-•VaRsin(2kzz)sin(2k•z)

(17)

w0

5

576

'

+ õVaR2•otsin(2kzz)cos(2•0t
- 2kzz)

From (19) it may be concluded
that whenthe coefficientmultiplyingthe term sin(w0t-k•x) is comparable

-1

be out of phasewith the driver. When this occurs,it
is expectedthat the main harmonicfield Vy will sat-

1

)VAR
2

_

Notethat alongwith the fastestgrowingterm t3 in the
above equation, which is similar to the secular term in

to the amplitude of the driver, Rwot, the latter will

urate. This defines a saturation
shear Alfv•n waves of the form

timescale for driven

(7), thereare alsosmalleramplitudesecondharmonic
componentsin the x direction. In similar fashionit

t•vL• 3.5w•
-1R-2/s.

and(2kz,2kz), respectively,
andwith corresponding
fre-

b•vL= P•0tNL• 3.5R3/s.

(22)

givenby (22) the amplitude
can also be shown that the compressionalcomponent At the nonlineartimescale
Vz
(2)hasnonresonant
terms
withwave
numbers
(2kz,0) of the excited SAW correspondsto

quencies
2k•VAand2v/k•2+ kz2VA.
Therelativeampli-

(23)

tudesof thesetermsare proportionalto j•2, and since Notice that at the time of saturation the nonlinear cortheirgrowthis proportional
to t2, whichis slowerthan rectionsto the effectivewaveamplitude•ven by (20)

forVz
(2),theycanagain
beneglected.
Therefore,
inthe arestillsmM1.Theyareof the orderof R2/•, whichis
casewhere shear Alfv•n wavesare driven by an external

much sraMlet than unity.

It may be concludedthat the m•n differencesbesource,the dominant secularbehaviorcan be described
tween
the drivenand initiM vMue(undriven)problem
usingthe equations,
is that in the latter c•e nonlinear processesdecrede
the amplitude of the shear Alfv•n wavesand produce
a continuousfrequencyshift of the wave. In the driven
c•e, nonlinear effectshave a more rapid secular de-

V?) = -.1-•VaR2(•ot)S
sin(2k•z),
5p(2)-_ 2•0a•(•0t)
1
•co•(2•). (•S) pendence,and in additionthe nonlinearfrequencyshift
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in orderthat the relativeamplitudeof
of the main harmonic fields can lead to a decoupling videdb • •/•,
between the wave fields and the source. The latter rethe density perturbationsremains small. In that case,
sult leads us to conclude that saturation
of the fields
of the shear Alfv•n waves should occur at a timescale

(25) showsthat finite plasmapressure
preventsthe formation of strongdensityperturbationsand higherhar-

to pedeterminedby (22). However,the effectof nonlinear monicgeneration. Equation(25) corresponds
riodic density pulsationsthat are related to a standing
SMW that is driven throughnonlinearcouplingto shear
ification of this result must be deduced from numerical
Alfv•n waves. The amplitude of these pulsationswill
solutionsto the full set of nonlinear equations. As will be a decreasingfunction of time if Landau dampingof
be shown later, when we discusssolutions to the full set the slow mode is accounted for. This is especially imof nonlinear MttD equations, the saturation timescale portant if the ions and electronshave comparabletemin the driven case can be as short as a few wave peri- peratures. However, we consider here a nonresonant
ods and the wave amplitude of the excited shear Alfv•n SMW driven by the ponderomotiveforce and therefore
wave no longer showssignificantgrowth after the time Landau damping should not change qualitatively the

saturation is out of the limits of applicability of the
perturbative approachused in this paper, and the ver-

estimateof the densityperturbations
givenby (25) be-

(•).

4. Effect of Finite/•

causethe damping coefficientis presumablylessthan
the SMW frequencyand, in particular, our results indicate that strong nonlineareffectscan occur within a
fraction of an acousticwave period provided/• is sufficiently small.

on Nonlinear

Standing Alfv•n Waves

The analysispresentedin sections2 and 3 showsthat
From (25) we can distinguishtwo qualitativelydifthe components V•, B•, and Bz do not exhibit secu- ferent regimesfor the nonlinear evolution of standing
lar behavior and therefore the main nonlinear effects
SAWs which depend upon the relationshipbetweenthe
are due to longitudinal plasma motion, which can be wave amplitude and the plasmapressure.The casecor-

described
using
equations
forVz
(2)and5p(2).In or- responding
to relativelycoldplasma,/•• b2, resultsin

der to account for the effects of finite temperature, it
is sufficient to consider only the z-component of the

strongly
nonlinear
behavior:
afterthetimet • w-lb-•,
large-amplitudedensityperturbations(Sp • P0) are

equation
of motion,in whichthe term -p•lOsP/Oz produced, and it is expected that many odd shear
must be added to the right hand side of the first equa-

Alfv•n wave harmonicswill be generated.Presumably,

tion in the system(6). Assumingthe standardrelation thesefeaturesmanifest themselvesthrough wave break-

5P/Sp= C•, whereCs is the ionacoustic
velocity,
we ing and a resultingdissipationof the Alfv•n waveenergy
canexpress(6) in the formof a second
orderdifferen- by plasmaparticles. The regimecorrespondingto warm
tial equation which describesslow magnetosonicwaves

plasma,
forwhich/•• b•, isquitedifferent.
It c•)rre-

(SMW) drivenby the ponderomotive
force:

spondsto much smootherperiodic nonlinear behavior
of SAWs. These periodic pulsationswill ultimately be
dampedout and a constantnonlinearfrequencyshift of

026p
02(B•>
Ot; 026p_
Oz;- Oz;

(24)the

SAW will result.

The sameseparationbetweenstronglynonlinearnon-

The angularbracketsin (24) referto the time averaging periodicbehavior,and mildly nonlinearperiodicbehavof the shearAlfv•n waveintensityoverits period2•r/w. ior, can be translated onto the driven case if we notice
This is appropriatebecausewe are assuminghere that the relation(23) betweenthe saturatedamplitudeand
/• • I and thereforethe acousticvelocityCs is much the strength of the driver. We can expect strongly nonlinear plasma evolution, and large amplitude density
To evaluate qualitatively the effect of plasma pres- perturbations
if R • (?f•/2)5/•. Thisregimewill be

less than VA.

sure on the nonlinear behavior of shear Alfv•n waves,

discussed in the next section when we consider numer-

we againmakeuseof the perturbationalapproachdis- ical solutionsto the full set of MHD equations. Quasicussedearlier and substitute into the right hand side periodic behavior of SAWs is expected in the case of

forwhich?/•/2 > R6/5. Thisparamof (24) the field of an initial undisturbedshearAlfv•n a warmplasma
waveof the formof (3). The solutionof (24) with zero eter range needsa more detailed analysis than can be
initial conditionscorrespondsto a driven acousticwave
whosefrequencyis f2 = 2kzCs,

•__•
_ b2•2

- 2

presentedhere, becausethe density perturbations associated with SMWs will affect the energy exchangebetween the excited SAWs and the driving source.

- cos(m)]
cos(2z).

In the limit of a cold plasma, Cs -• 0, this expres- 5. Numerical

Results

and Discussion

sionrecovers
the previousone, (7), and it canbe seen
In order to test the validity of some of the results
that seculargrowth correspondsin fact to the initial
stageof excitationof a standingSMW with an ampli- presentedin sections2, 3 and 4 above and investigate
•v where7 is the ratioof specific
rude~ •• b2/f]•,
heats. the long-termevolutionof nonlinearSAWs, we will now
We can conclude therefore that the small amplitude
expansionapproach should be valid for all times pro-

consider

numerical

solutions

to the full set of nonlin-

ear ideal MHD equationsdescribed
by the system(1).
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2

The algorithm and numerical techniquesthat are used

to solve(1) are describedin the papersby Rankin et
al. [1993a,b]. We only noteherethat the ideal MHD
equationsare finite differencedfor a Cartesian geometry, with the assumptionof straight magneticfield lines
in the z direction. We will first of all describe results
obtained for/• = 0, correspondingto the initial value
problem. Then we considerthe situation in which the
shear Alfv6n wave field is driven by an external source.
Finally, we investigatethe effectsof finite/• on the initial value problem.
The first simulation that we considercorrespondsto
the initial value problem in which a shear Alfv6n wave
field is imposedon the system. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x direction, which corresponds
to the propagatingdirectionof the wave,and the fields
are chosento form a standing wave pattern along the

z direction,in accordance
with (3). The amplitudeof
the By component
of the initial wavefieldcorresponds

P/P0
1

1.

x/L

0•••.75j
O.

z/L z

O.

z! Lz

P/P0

to ten percent of the ambient magnetic field, and the

1

plasmais cold,fi = 0. Figure 2 showsthe evolutionof
the densityin the plasma.Initially, the densityis uni-

1.

form and after some time it can be seen that the pon-

deromotiveforce causesplasma to accumulatein the

x/L

valley's
of thewavemagnetic
fieldintensity
B•. The
density accumulatesto very large amplitude, and the

behaviorfor 6p/po > 1 presumablysignifies
the end of
the validity of ideal MHD for this cold plasmacase. It is
readily verified that the above processconservesenergy
exactly, and thus the saturated amplitude of the density perturbationsmust be related to effectsoccurring

1.5

outside of ideal MHD.

In Figure 3 we show the spatial Fourier transform
of the density. At the time indicated in Figure 3a the
ponderomotively
driven secondharmonicdensityperturbation is dominant. However, at later times, Figure
3b indicatesthat a large numberof evennumberedspatial harmonics2nkz are generated,correspondingto a
highly nonlinearstageof evolutionof the initial shear
Alfv•n wave field. The high harmonicsin Figure 3 correspondto the excitationof large-amplitudedensityperturbations which form standing wavesalong the field

P/Po

x/ Lx 0.5

0.5

•.75

1.25

O.

z! Lz

Figure 2. Temporalevolutionof densityperturbations
driven by the ponderomotiveforcein the initial value
The theory of section 2 deals with the secondhar- problem.The data are shownat threetimes: (a) t =
monic density perturbation, and we can therefore ex- 0.67t,•, (b) t = 1.40t,o•, (c) t = 2.13t,o•. The time
pecta comparison
of the numericalresultsand theory unit tsar.corresponds
to the periodof the shearAlfv•n
to agreeonly during the early stageof evolutionof the wave(SAW.)

lines.

waves.Sucha comparisonis made in Figure 4b, which

showsthe growthof the (0, 2kz) component
of the density with time. The dashedline corresponds
to the ana-

An inspectionof the time dependenceof the higher•
the numerical results. It can be seenthat the agreement spatial harmonicsin the density showsthat they grow
liket«"+1,where
n iseven.Thistimedebetween the theory and numerical results is excellent, veryprecisely

lytic expression
of (7) and the solidline corresponds
to

pendencecorresponds
to a cascadeprocessin whichsubharmonicstart to slow as a result of higher spatial har- sequentharmonicsare producedmainly through beatmonicsbeing excited. Figure 4a showsthe numerical ing betweenthe fundamentalwave and the previously
results over the full time simulated. There is evidence
generatedharmonic. The growth of high harmonicsto
of a tendency of the secondharmonic to begin satu- finite amplitudeappearsdelayedbecausethe couplingis
rating, but the validity of the ideal MHD equationsis initially very weak. After they havegrownto finite amquestionableat this stage becausethe densitypertur- plitude their growth is extremely rapid, reflectingthe
bations are of order one and the correspondingdensity highly nonlinearcouplingthat is taking placeat that
stage.
gradients are very steep.

and only at later timesdoesthe growthof the (0, 2kz)
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with the numericalresults(the middlecurve)well beyond its strict region of validity. This behavior is com-

mon in perturbationtreatments of nonlinearsystems.
The differencesbetweenthe analytic and numericalresuits becomeimportant at timescalesfor which high
harmonicsare generated. It can be seenfrom Figure
6 that the agreementwith the theory is initially very
good. For the time intervaloverwhichgrowthis shown,
the phaseshiftof the initial wavefieldis greaterthan
To investigatethe longertime behaviorof the system

0.75
a

P/Po0.•
0.25

a nonperturbative treatment must be used and this is

5

5

currentlyunder investigation.However,from Figure 6
it can be deducedthat at later timesthe frequencyshift
demonstratesa tendency toward stabilization.

Havingestablished
the :validityof the analyticresults
presented in section 2, we will now move on-and consider the situation in which the shear Alfv•n wave field

is driven by an external source. To model this in the
simulations,we apply an excitation field of the form

of (15) at eachpointon the finite difference
simulation
grid. The main effectthat we are interestedin studying is the possiblesaturationof the linearlygrowing
excitedshearAlfv6n wavesdue to dephasingfrom the
externallyapplieddriver. This effectis directlyrelated
to field line resonances
driven by globalcompressional

1

0.75

P/PO
0.5

0.25
•
kz

0 kx

Figure 3. Spatial Fourier transformof the density

at a time corresponding
to (a) t = 2.13tsaw,(b) t =
3.94tsaw.The figureshowsa largenumberof evenspatial harmonics2nkz, corresponding
to the excitationof
large-amplitudedensity perturbations.

0.8

0.6

6pip
0

0.4

0.2

0

i

2

The temporal behavior of the amplitude of the main

3

t/tsa
w

harmonicshear Alfv6n wave is shownin Figure 5. It
can be seen that the effect on the main harmonic fields

is not too severe.In particular,according
to (11), for

0.3

b = 0.1 the timescalefor strong nonlineareffectsto
become important correspondsto t•vL •. 1.Stsaw,where

tsaw= 27r/wis the period of the SAWs. At this time,
the amplitude depletion of the initial fields is roughly
10%, even thoughlarge-amplitudefluctuationsin the
density are being produced.
The next effect that can be investigatedis the phase
changeof the main harmonic field due to beating between the ponderomotivedensity perturbations and the
incident wave field. Figure 6 showsa comparisonbe-

0.25

6P/P
0 0.2
0.15

0.1
0.05

0.25

tweenthe analyticexpression
(the third equationin the
system(12)), its smalltimelimit, (13), andthe numer-

0.5

0.75

I

1.2.5

1.5

1.75

t/tsa
w

ical results. The lower curve in Figure 6 is the analytic

result(12) and indicatesthat saturationshouldoccur Figure 4. Temporalevolutionof the amplitudeof the
(kx = 0, 2kz)spatialharmonic
in density.(a) Numerical
when the phaseshift is 7r/2. This is all that can be resultsare shown;(b) the dashedline is the theoretical
expectedof the perturbation theory usedhere. The upper curve correspondsto the analytic expressionin the

smalltime limit, (13), and it can be seenthat it agrees

result, and the solid line correspondsto the numerical
results. The time unit t•aw corresponds
to the period

of the SAW.
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t/tsa
w

fitsa
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Figure 5. Temporalevolutionof the amplitudeof the Figure 7. Temporalgrowthof Vvcorresponding
to the
main harmonicshearAlfv•n wavefield. The amplitude main harmonic shear Alfv•n wave field for the driven
starts to depletewhen high harmonicsare generated. case. The fields initially grow linearly with time and
The time unit tsaw corresponds
to the period of the saturate at later times due to dephasingfrom the exSAW.
ternally applieddriver. The time unit tsawcorresponds
to the period of the SAW.

magnetospheric
wavesand may alsobe relatedto largeamplitude shear Alfv•n wavesformed in the cavity betweenthe ionosphereand the high-altitudepeak in the
Alfv•n velocity profile.
In the driven case we have confirmed the analytic
estimatesof the ratesof growthof the (0, 2kz) spatial
harmonicdensityperturbation and haveverifiedthe frequencyshift of the fundamentalwave as determinedby
(18) and (21) above.For the simulationdescribedbelow we impose a driver with an amplitude correspond-

to compare the saturation timescale in the simulations

with the analyticresultgivenby (22). On substituting
the valueR = 0.005 into expression
(22) we estimate
a saturation time correspondingto approximatelyfour
periods of the shear Alfv•n driver fields. This value
compareswell to the saturation time observedin the
simulations. The saturated amplitude also compares

wellto theanalyticestimategivenby Eq. (23). A direct
comparisonof the numerical results with the estimate

ing to R = 0.005 in (15). The evolutionwith time in (22) is valid providedthat high spatial harmonics
of the Vv componentof the excitedshearAlfv•n wave are not excited. However,at the late stagesin Figure 7
field is shownin Figure 7. The initial stagecorresponds the wavefieldsare highly nonlinear,and the agreement
to linear growth with time in accord with expression with the theory is thereforerather gratifying.
(16) above.Thereafter,alephasing
accumulates
at a rate
In the driven case, (19) also indicatesthat there
which is large enoughto slow the growth of the excited should be a secularly growing third spatial harmonic
wave. At the time of saturation in Figure 7, the phase component(kx,3kz) of the SAW field. Figure8 com-

shiftfrom the driveris 7r/2, and the driveris essentially paresthe predictedanalytic growth of this component
alecoupledfrom the excited wave fields. It is interesting with the resultsof the simulations. From (19) the
(kx,3kz) drivencomponentof the SAW growsrapidly
0.8

0.0005
0.6

•(t)/•
0.4

0.0003
0.2

0.0002

0

I

'0•$

t/tsa
w
Figure 6. TemporM evolutionof the phaseof the main
harmonic

shear Alfv•n

wave field.

The lower curve is

I

1.$

2

2.$

t/tsa
w

the analyticphaseshiftof (12). The uppercurveis the Figure 8. Temporalgrowthof the nonlinear(k=,3kz)
smalltime limit phaseshift, (13), and the middlecurve third spatial harmonic componentof the SAW for the
indicates

the numerical result.
The small time limit
driven case. The dashedline is the theoretical result,
phaseshift followsthe numericalresultswell beyondits and the solid line correspondsto the numerical results.
region of validity. The time unit tsa• correspondsto The time unit tsaw correspondsto the period of the
SAW.
the period of the SAW.
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with time like R3t5, and this is the dependence
that

0.2

can be seenin Figure 8. However,the coefficientsmul-

tiplyingthe seculartermin (19) aresm•11,andthusthe

0.15

effectsof this wave are negligible.
The final situation that we considercorrespondsto
the casewhere the plasmahas a finite temperature. For
example,in Figure 9 we showthe temporal evolutionof
the 2nk• spatial harmonicsof the SMW for the range
n = i to n = 4. According to the discussionof section 4, the secondspatial harmonic of the $MW should

•P/Po
o.1
0.05

0

saturate
at anamplitude
«b2//•7.Takingb= 0.1,and
/• = 0.013, the saturation amplitude accordingto this

fitsa
w

formulacorresponds
to 6p/po= 0.23. Comparingthis
estimate to the maximum amplitude of the 2k• SMW
in Figure' 9, it can be seen that saturation occursat
a v•lue that is closeto the theoretical prediction. The
higherspatialharmonicsin Figure9 beginto saturateat

0.03

muchsmalleramplitudesthan the (0, 2k•) slowmode,

õP/Po
0.02
0.01

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

and thus in a warm plasmacouplingto the fundamental
slowmode componentprovidesthe dominant nonlinear
behavior. Note that in contrast to the spatial harmonics of the SAW the frequenciesof higher magnetosonic
harmonicsgrow in proportionto their wavenumber,as
is expectedfor the caseof impulse excitation.

fitsa
w
6.

Conclusions
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The theory and numericalsimulationspresentedabove
suggestthat nonlinear effectson standing shear Alfv•n
waves can be very strong in a low /• plasma regime,
which in the presentstudy is appropriate for ionospheric
cavity modes and for FLRs excited in the vicinity of
the central plasma sheet. It has been shown that the
ponderomotiveforce can lead to high harmonicgeneration, secularlygrowingfrequencyshifts of the fundamental waves, and in the case of driven systems,can
result in nonlinearsaturation and dephasingof driven
shear Alfv6n wave fields. In the driven case, one important aspect of the estimates of saturation is that
nonlinear effects can take place on a timescaleof the
order of a few wave periods, when large ponderomotive density enhancementsoccur. These timescalesare

compatible
with observations
[Samsonet al., 1992]of

0.01

6pip
o0.0075

0.005
0.0025
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

fitsa
w
Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the amplitudes of

(0,2nk•) spatial harmonicsin the densityfor a finite
temperature plasma,/• -- 0.013, correspondingto the

excitationof SMWs; (a) n=l, (b) n•2, (c) n=3, (a)
n=4. The time unit tsawcorresponds
to the period of
the SAW. Note the initial time delaysbeforeharmonics
have had time to grow and the different scale of the
amplitudes of the harmonics.

large-amplitudefield line resonances
in the Earth's magnetosphere,which indicate that the wave packetsthat
are responsiblefor exciting the waveshave durationsof
only a few wave cycles.
Processeswhich determine the saturation amplitudes
of field line resonancesinclude Joule heating lossesat
the ionosphereand nonlinear processessuch as the

Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability[Rankinet al.,1993a]and
the tearingmodeinstability[Se•ller,1990].The results
of the present work suggestthat the ponderomotive
force shouldbe added to the list of possiblesaturation
mechanisms.

In order to demonstrate

this fact we have

repeatedthe simulationof field line resonances
reported

by Rankinet al. [1993b],in whicha large-amplitude
shear Alfv•n resonancewas excited by a compressional

modedriver in a plasmawith • = 0.5 (see,for example,Rankinet a/.,1993b,Figure5). The simulation

RANKIN ET AL.' NONLINEAR STANDING SHEAR ALFVI•N WAVES
was rerun for the cold plasma case, and it was found
that nonlinearharmonicgenerationpreventedthe field
line resonancefrom growingto large amplitude. Thus
harmonicgenerationmay constitutean effectivesaturation mechanismif the plasmais sufficientlycold. The
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